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Year 10

Holidays
Talk about ideal holidays, travelling, booking hotels, disasters during 
the holidays, ordering in restaurants and buying souvenirs.

Grammar: Use &  apply rules of conditional, use of reflexive verbs to 
talk about daily routine.

Continuation: Holidays
Talk about ideal holidays, travelling, booking 
hotels, disasters during the holidays, ordering in 
restaurants and buying souvenirs.

Grammar: Use &  apply rules of conditional, use 
of reflexive verbs to talk about daily routine.

End of term assessment

My school
Describe your school & compare schools in England and 
France. Discuss school rules, exchanges. Talk about 
healthy living.
Grammar: use comparatives  (more/ less..than);  use 
verbs in imperative to give instructions. Use il faut/ il
est interdit de + infi. = it is (not) allowed; Use 
pronoun “on= we”, and verbs in the form: il/elle, ils/ 
elles

My school- continuation

Describe your school & compare schools in England and France. 
Discuss school rules, exchanges. Talk about healthy living.

Grammar: use comparatives  (more/ less..than);  use verbs in 
imperative to give instructions. Use il faut/ il est interdit de + infi. = it is 
(not) allowed; Use pronoun “on= we”, and verbs in the form: il/elle, ils/ 
ells

End of term assessment

Work and future plans

Talk about jobs& work preferences. Discuss career choices, apply 
for a job. Express about hopes and  future plans.

Grammar: Apply rules tenses and using them together. 
Practise verbs in conditional and learn the subjunctive. Use 
verbs + à or de. Use complex sentences in the future.

Work and future plans- continuation

Talk about jobs& work preferences. Discuss career choices, 
apply for a job. Express about hopes and  future plans.

Grammar: Apply rules tenses and using them together. 
Practise verbs in conditional and learn the subjunctive. Use 
verbs + à or de. Use complex sentences in the future.
.
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